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EVALUATIGN CF THE MEAN IN-PROCESS TIME
FUR QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH RANDOM

TUPOLOGY*

W.K.KR1vUL1N AND D.S.M1Lov

A class of queueing networks with topology varying with time at random on each in-process

cycle of network is considered. It is also assumed that on each cycle failures can occur with

nonzero probability. An upper estimate for the mean in-process time of the networks is

proposed based on the idempotent algebra approach.

A class of queueing networks with topology, varying with time at random on each cycle of system, is

considered. It is also assumed that on each cycle the network failures may occur with non-zero probability.
The upper bound for the mean in-process time of networks is constructed by using the idempotent algebra
approach.

Preliminary remarks. The mathematical apparatus of the idempotent (max, -l-)-algebra is convenient
for description of dynamics and analysis of a complex system including queueing networks. In particular,
the dynamics of the queueing networks with a customer service synchronization, a topology of which is

determined by deterministic acyclic graphs, can be described by means of a generalized linear equation (see,
for example, [1-3])

a:(k) = A(k) ® :c(k - 1) (1)

with the matrix
A(/c) = A(’]]¢, G) = (E 69 'IL ® GT)®" ® YL,

where :c(k) is a time vector of the ending of the k-th service demand at a network node, '12, is a generalized
diagonal random matrix of a service time length, G is a generalized matrix of an adjacency of network
graph, 1* is a. length of the largest path in a graph, E is a generalized unit matrix, GB and ® are matrix
operations of a generalized addition and multiplication in the (max, +)-algebra.

Let a system evaluation be regarded as a sequence of service cycles, in which case the lc-th cycle is assumed
to be completed if at each of the network nodes the k service demands are completed. Under the condition
:r:(0) = 0 the time of the ending of the k-th cycles can be determined as

||f1U(k)|| = HA/¢||» Ak = A(/fl ® ~ ® 14(1),

where  = QQM ai, for any matrix A = (adj). Suppose, conditions occur, with non-zero probability,
such that they prevent the fulfilling of a subsequent cycle and the ulterior work of system (a probability of
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failure). Assuming that the probability is independent of a cycle number and denoting it by p, we obtain
that the mean in-processing time up to the moment of failure is as follows

EIIAUII = (1-P)§:E||Akll1>'°, (2)
lc 1

where the random variable 1/ is the cycle number of that last cycle, which is normally completed and immediately

followed by which a failure occurs.

For this class of systems with deterministic topology, in [3] the upper and lower estimates for the mean

in-process time of networks are obtained. Some results of the work [3] are generalized below in the case of

networks, a topology of which is described by a random acycle graphs.
Networks with random topology. We assume that on each service cycle k a network topology is

chosen at random. Denote by Pk a generalized random matrix of an adjacency of the cycle graph, which

determines a network topology for the cycle lc, and by pk a random variable, describing a length of the
largest path in a graph.

Assume that the random matrices I`1,I`2, _ ._ are independent and equally distributed on the space of

admissible matrices of adjacency Q = {G1 ,..., GM}. Denote by R the largest length of path for all graphs,

corresponding to admissible matrices.
Let the random matrices ']], 'IQ ,... be independent and equally distributed, E < oo, and D <

oo. In addition We assume that a sequences of matrices T =  and [` = {1`k} are mutually independent.

It is obvious that for the system considered, we can write (1) with the matrix

A<1<> = Am. ru = (E e Z. ® 1“,;")®”k ® a.
and introduce also a matrix Ak = A(’]k,1"k) ® . . ® A(’]§, Fl).

The upper estimate of the in-process time of network. It is assumed that for the system under

consideration with random topology, on each service cycle the failure may occur with the constant for all

cycles probability p. Then, obviously, for the mean in-process time for the network E']]A,,|| the presentation

(2) is valid.

Lemma 1. The following estimate holds

P R(M -Plz’ °° (P '°

E||A..u S 1_pEl|7i|| + M(1_,,,  1“§§;<k||7§ll M) .

Proof. Taking into account a uniform distribution and the independence of matrices 1"1,. ,1`k, we

obtain
1E||A,.||=- Z E|\A<:n..G,.>®...®A<v1.G.>||.Mk

G1,...,GkeQ

Consider an arbitrary sequence of deterministic matrices G1, . _ . , Gk and introduce the following notion

fl(i)=A(7;,G,), f11=1,...,k, /lk=.2i(k)®...®g'i(1).

It is obvious that in the sequence G1, . . .,Gk the repeating matrices may occur. Suppose, we have l

subsequences of repeating matrices, composed from ml, . . . ,ml matrices respectively. Introduce the numbers

M0 =0, Mi-7-7711+...+7lfLi,?:= 1,...,l. Then we obtain

||.~<ik|| g ||}i(k) ®...®A'(M¢_1 + 1) || ®...® ||.2i(M1) ®...®/i(1) ||.

ml matrices ml matrices

Denote by rj a length of the largest path in a graph corresponding to the j-th group of matrices. Using

the estimates, obtained in [2], we find

i®r
l M; Mi k l

IIA/.Il S (X) (X) ||7}l|> ® ( QQ ||73I| S Z IIYEII + RZm&X{||TM._.+1ll, ~ . - . l|'£vf.l|}-
1. 1 +1 1 1 1 1'= j=Mi-1 j=Mj-1-l-1 '= '=

Taking into account that the number of sequences of the matrices G,,...,G,<, which can be decomposed

into l group of repeating matrices, is equal to M(M - 1)l`1 and that the total number of groups, consisting
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of fm, matrices, with respect to all such decompositions of each sequence can be represented in the form

1, if l = 1, m = lc,

N,,.,(k,l) = lC,Qj§,,_,, ifl>1,1§ m S R- 1 + 1,

0 otherwise,

we get
k lc lc-l-l-1

R R ,_
E||Akn| S  urn] +M-F1 1f;g5,||t|| +M;';;(M-1) 1  N1/<,1>E  Mtn

‘li 1 __

R M-1'°“1(M-1)(/Q-fi-1)+2M- /~fEl|%|I+§-M-Q-E llgfgfkllqill +R--jf; M, E 11§§1;<,I|7}|I

The inequality obtained can be used for the estimate of sum in (2):

oo k oo k oo  k

2E||Ak||p S Ellill Z /fp + RM EE  Ililll (M
k:=1 k=1 k:=1

M-1°° '°"(M-1)(/¢-1-1)+2M+R-M-gpkg M, E  ll7ill
Taking into account that a double sum on the right of the above relation can be represented in the

following form

oo lc-1 oo
,C (M-1)(k-z-1)+2M 2M-p(M+1) _p_>'°gp  M, E  utu p M _PM   utu (M ,

we obtain the required estimate for E ||A,,||:

OO R M- 2 Oo lf

E||A.,|| = (1- p> 2 E||Ak||pk S ;§Eut|| + iii" Z E llfgggk |12/all (,-§,-)
/¢=1 k=1 ' '

The following lemma shows how the estimate of the mean in-process time for the network can be calculated
under the condition that an average value E||’Z]  and dispersion D||’]]|| are known.

Lemma 2. The following' inequalit_y holds

P M-P P R(M-PV
E||A.,||S1_p 1+R M E.|t||+C(M) M(1_p)JD||i||.

Here the number C(:v) is computed by formula

\/?(1 - 211)C ._ 3 1 + ' 1 f + H ,<w> M ,MM < ef vm <=v>

where jc/ = - ln(:n)/2,

erf(z) = -2- Z exp(-t2)dt H(:z:) = max iixk _

\/7-1: 0 , k \/ 2k - 1

Proof. Now we make use of the assertion of the lemma and of the following estimate (see, for example,  
lc - 1

E lfggklltul S E|m||+ -5-§\/D||ff;|n~
The above implies the inequality

M-P R(M-P)2 °° /~=-1 P ’°

A, .L_ __ ___,/-DT ___ _ _EII u S 1_p 1+R M E|m||+ M(1_,,, || ln; MWT (M)

For the proof to be completed it is necessary to evaluate the sum on the right of the above relation. In

the work [2] it is shown that the following inequality

°° If 1
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is satisfied, in which case C(x) is computed in the same way as is indicated in the formulation of the
lemma.

It is easy to see that for M = 1 the estimate obtained takes the form of a corresponding estimate for the
system with fixed topology from  
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